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Abstract This paper introduces an interpolation-based method, called the reconstruction
approach, for function estimation in nonparametric models. Based on the fact that inter-
polation usually has negligible errors compared to statistical estimation, the reconstruction
approach uses an interpolator to parameterize the unknown function with its values at finite
knots, and then estimates these values by minimizing a regularized empirical risk function.
Some popular methods including kernel ridge regression and kernel support vector machines
can be viewed as its special cases. It is shown that, the reconstruction idea not only provides
different angles to look into existing methods, but also produces new effective experimental
design and estimation methods for nonparametric models.
KEY WORDS: Classification; Experimental design; Interpolation; Kernel ridge regression;
Kriging; Nonparametric regression; Smoothing; Spline; Statistical learning; Support vector
machine.
1 Introduction
Function estimation is one of core issues in statistics and machine learning. Both non-
parametric regression and classification can be viewed as problems of estimating regres-
sion/decision functions. There are two basic classes of methods for nonparametric function
estimation: local methods and parameterization methods. The first class includes local poly-
nomial regression methods (Fan and Gijbels 1996), nearest-neighbor methods (Dasarathy
1991), and tree methods (Breiman et al. 1984). The second class represents the unknown
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function in an infinity-dimensional space as a form with finite unknown parameters, and
then the problem is approximately transformed to a parametric one. The main manner of
parameterization is basis representation that uses basis function expansions to replace un-
known functions. Popular basis functions include polynomials, splines (Eubank 1999), and
kernel bases (Berlinet and Thomas-Agnan 2004). Neural networks (Goodfellow, Bengio, and
Courville 2016) that represent functions as complex composite parametric forms also belong
to parameterization methods.
Interpolation is an important technique for function approximation, and has been in-
tensively studied by mathematicians (Wendland 2004). It can be viewed as the limit of a
regression problem as noises go to zeros, and iterative regression techniques have been used
to construct/approximate an interpolator (Friedman 2001; Kang and Joseph 2016). Also,
many techniques used in regression are applicable to interpolation such as basis representa-
tion. In statistics, interpolation is commonly used to model some spatial data (Cressie 2015),
functional data (Ramsay, Hooker, and Graves 2009), and computer experiments (Santner,
Williams, and Notz 2003), which do not contain any random noise. For noisy data, appli-
cations of interpolation are very limited. It is sometimes served as an auxiliary technique
in nonparametric regression (Hall and Turlach 1997). It seems that statisticians have not
recognized that interpolation can play a more important role in function estimation with
noisy data.
Usually the convergence of an interpolator to the true function is quite fast. We take the
following function,
f(x) = exp(−1.4x) cos(3.5pix), x ∈ [0, 1], (1)
in Santner, Williams, and Notz (2003) for example, With only eight observations at equally
spaced knots, polynomial interpolation and cubic spline interpolation both yield satisfactory
approximation (Figure 1), while a statistical estimator based on noisy data usually requires
much more observations to reach similar accuracy. In fact, popular interpolators can con-
verge at high-order power rates, even at exponential rates, for sufficiently smooth functions
(Stewart 1996; Wendland 2004). Such rates are much faster than that of statistical estima-
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Figure 1: An example of interpolation.
tion restricted by the central limit theorem. For estimating a function with noisy data, that
fact motivates us to represent the unknown function as its interpolator at some knots. Such
a representation is reasonable since the difference between the function itself and its interpo-
lator is negligible compared to statistical errors. Consequently, the parameters that we need
to estimate are the values of the unknown function at these knots, and can be estimated by
minimizing a regularized empirical risk function. We call this procedure the reconstruction
approach since it can be viewed as a process of reconstructing the whole function with its
finite values.
The reconstruction approach is a very general method for function estimation. It is a
parameterization method, and its main difference from existing parameterization methods
is the clear interpretation of the parameters: they are the function values at the knots. This
point facilitates the estimation process in some cases. Besides, in this paper we will show
several appealing features of the reconstruction approach. First, it provides different angles
to look into popular methods such as polynomial regression (Celant and Broniatowski 2016),
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kernel ridge regression (Saunders, Gammerman, and Vovk 1998), and kernel support vector
machines (Vapnik 1996). These methods can be viewed as special cases of the reconstruc-
tion approach with according re-parameterization strategies. Second, the reconstruction
approach focuses on estimating the function values at selected knots, and this idea can lead
to new statistical methods. We will present new experimental design and estimation meth-
ods for nonparametric models, and will show their effectiveness with numerical examples. A
sequential reconstruction procedure that flexibly selects the set of knots is also given. Third,
the reconstruction approach builds a systematic connection between interpolation and func-
tion estimation. If any feasible interpolation method appears, then it can be used in the
reconstruction approach to construct new nonparametric estimation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a general description of the reconstruc-
tion approach. Section 3 discusses the reconstruction approach in one-dimensional regression
models. Section 4 studies kernel-based reconstruction methods. Section 5 presents a sequen-
tial reconstruction procedure. We conclude the paper with some discussion in Section 6.
Technical proofs are given in the Appendix.
2 General description of the reconstruction approach
Suppose that we need to estimate a continuous function f defined on [0, 1]d based on training
data {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, where xi ∈ [0, 1]d for i = 1, . . . , n. Let x′ denote the transpose
of vector x. For a set of knots A = {a1, . . . , am} ⊂ [0, 1]d and γ = (γ1, . . . , γm)′ ∈ Rm,
let I(x; A,γ) be an interpolator on [0, 1]d, i.e., I(ai; A,γ) = γi for i = 1, . . . ,m. Write
fA = (f(a1), . . . , f(am))′. Since f can be approximately reconstructed as I(x; A, fA), we
estimate f by
fˆ(x) = I(x; A, γˆ), (2)
where γˆ = (γˆ, . . . , γˆm)
′ is the solution to
min
γ∈Rm
1
n
n∑
i=1
L
(
yi, I(xi; A,γ)
)
+ P (γ,λ), (3)
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L is a loss function, and P is a penalty function, also called regularizer, with some tuning
parameters λ.
Equations (2) and (3) give the general formulas of the reconstruction approach. We can
adopt various loss functions and penalty functions in (3) for regression and classification
problems. For example, the quadratic loss L(y, a) = (y − a)2 is a common selection in
regression; the hinge loss L(y, a) = (1 − ya)+ = max{1 − ya, 0} is used in support vector
machines (SVMs) that are widely used for classification. It can be seen that the reconstruc-
tion approach is actually a parameterization method that approximates a function in an
infinity-dimensional space by a model of finite parameters. Furthermore, if the interpolator
has a linear representation I(x; A,γ) = γ ′b(x), then the reconstruction approach belongs
to the class of basis representation-based nonparametric modeling methods. With popular
basis functions, the reconstruction approach can be viewed as a re-parameterization of ex-
isting basis representation-based methods, and provides a different angle to look into them.
Note that there is a clear interpretation of parameters to be estimated in the reconstruction
approach: they are response values of f . From the reconstruction perspective, we can derive
new experimental design and modeling methods that focus on the estimation of response
values at selected knots. They will be discussed in the following sections.
The following theorem gives a simplified but intuitive interpretation of the theoretical
validity of the reconstruction approach.
Theorem 1. Suppose that I(x; A,γ) = γ ′b(x) = ∑mj=1 γjbj(x) with supx∈[0,1]d∑mj=1 |bj(x)| <
∞, and that fˆ and γˆ are given in (2) and (3), respectively. Let δm = supx∈[0,1]d |I(x; A, fA)−
f(x)|. If E supj=1,...,m |γˆj − f(aj)|2 = O(εn), then for x0 ∈ [0, 1], the mean squared error
(MSE) of fˆ(x0) is
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= O
(
δ2m + εn
)
.
Note that δm represents the convergence rate of the interpolator I to f . By Theorem
1, if δ2m = O(εn), then the systematic error caused by the interpolator is negligible, and
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= O(εn), the same as the rate of fˆ on A. In other words, for estimating the
whole f , it suffices to consider the estimation of fA. This is the core idea of the reconstruction
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approach. Furthermore, many interpolators have much faster convergence rates than εn,
which is restricted by the optimal statistical rate 1/n. We can therefore use a small m, even
m  n, to satisfy δ2m = O(εn). Note that smaller m generally means less computational
cost. This point is important when the computation is a problem.
To illustrate the reconstruction approach, consider the nonparametric regression model
yi = f(xi) + εi, i = 1, . . . , n, (4)
where f is a continuous function defined on [0, 1]d, x1, . . . ,xn ∈ [0, 1]d, and ε1, . . . , εn are
independent random errors with Eεi = 0 and Eε
2
i = σ
2 <∞ for i = 1, . . . , n. With a linear
interpolator I(x; A,γ) = γ ′b(x), we reconstruct f by (2). Taking the quadratic loss and
the quadratic penalty P (γ, λ) = λγ ′Σγ with a semi-positive definite matrix Σ in (3), we
have
min
γ∈Rn
1
n
n∑
i=1
[yi − γ ′b(xi)]2 + λγ ′Σγ, (5)
which implies
γˆ = (B′B + nλΣ)−1B′y and fˆ(x) = y′B(B′B + nλΣ)−1b(x), (6)
where B = (b(x1), . . . ,b(xn))
′ ∈ Rn×m and y = (y1, . . . , yn)′. The tuning parameter λ
can be selected by minimizing the generalized cross-validation (GCV) (Golub, Heath, and
Wahba 1979) criterion,
GCV(λ) =
‖y −B(B′B + nλΣ)−1B′y‖2
n
[
1− trace(B(B′B + nλΣ)−1B′)/n]2 , (7)
or other CV-like criteria.
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3 Reconstruction in one-dimensional regression
3.1 Replication design
Consider the one-dimensional version of (4),
yi = f(xi) + εi, i = 1, . . . , n, (8)
where f is a continuous function defined on [0, 1]. In many applications, these x1, . . . , xn can
be designed for getting a better fitting (Box and Draper 2007). A popular design under the
nonparametric model is to assign xi’s equally spaced, i.e., xi = (i−1)/(n−1) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Such a design is also called uniform design and is optimal with respect to some criterion (Xie
and Fang 2000).
As shown in the previous section, we can use a small m from the reconstruction idea.
We now consider the following replication design of x1, . . . , xn on A = {a1, . . . , am} ⊂ [0, 1]
with a small m. Assign l replications at each knot, i.e., x1 = · · · = xl = a1, . . . , x(m−1)l+1 =
· · · = xn = am, and then reconstruct f by (2) with an interpolator I(x; A, fA). With
the quadratic loss and without a penalty in (3), we have that γˆ in (2) has a simple form(
(y1 + · · ·+ yl)/l, . . . , (y(m−1)l+1 + · · ·+ yn)/l
)′
.
When I is selected as the polynomial interpolator (De Boor 1978), the estimator has the
Lagrange form
fˆ(x) =
m∑
j=1
[
γˆj
( ∏
16k6m, k 6=j
x− ak
aj − ak
)]
. (9)
It can be seen that this form is equivalent to that of traditional polynomial regression
fˆ(x) = βˆ1 + βˆ2x+ · · ·+ βˆmxm−1,
where the βˆj’s are estimated by the least squares (without a penalty) and can be represented
as linear forms of γˆj’s. Therefore, here the reconstruction approach does not produce a new
regression estimator. However, from the reconstruction angle, we can derive the convergence
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rate of fˆ in (9) based on the interpolation theory like Theorem 1, while there is limited
similar results on polynomial regression in the literature (Eubank 1999). Here we use the
Chebyshev nodes
A = {aj = 1/2− cos[(2j − 1)pi/2m]/2 : j = 1, . . . ,m} (10)
to avoid Runge’s Phenomenon (De Boor 1978). Under some conditions, for x0 ∈ [0, 1],
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= O
(
log(n)
n
)
or o
(
log(n)
n
)
, (11)
which is very close to a parametric rate of convergence. The proof of (11) can be found
in the Appendix. It should be pointed out that there are systematic results on the error
analysis and optimal design of the polynomial model, i.e., f in (8) is indeed a polynomial of
order m − 1 (Celant and Broniatowski 2016). The Chebyshev nodes in (10) are also useful
for that parametric setting.
We next consider the cubit spline interpolator (De Boor 1978). It is also a linear in-
terpolator, and its computation can be found in many textbooks such as De Boor (1978).
Let
A = {aj = (j − 1)/(m− 1) : j = 1, . . . ,m}. (12)
Similar to (11), we can obtain that, under some conditions,
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= O
(
n−8/9
)
, x0 ∈ [0, 1], (13)
and the proof is deferred in the Appendix. This rate is consistent to that of popular local
regression methods with appropriately selected kernel functions (Eubank 1999).
A simulation is conducted to compare the proposed replication designs and traditional
equally spaced designs. With n = 49, we compute the local linear estimator and smoothing
spline estimator based on the equally spaced design xi = (i − 1)/(n − 1), i = 1, . . . , n, the
polynomial interpolation-based reconstruction estimator based on the replication design (10)
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Figure 2: MISE comparisons for estimators with the replication designs (RDs) and equally
spaced designs (ESDs).
with m = l = 7, and the cubic spline interpolation-based reconstruction estimator based on
the replication design (12) with m = l = 7. GCV is used to select the smoothing parameters
in the local linear estimator and smoothing spline estimator. The regression function f
is set as in (1). The standard deviation σ of the random error varies from 0.05 to 0.55.
The mean integrated squared errors (MISEs) over 100 replications are reported in Figure 2.
Basically, the polynomial reconstruction estimator and spline reconstruction estimator with
the corresponding replication designs are comparable to the smoothing spline estimator and
local linear estimator with the equally spaced design, respectively. When σ is small, the
MISEs of the replication design-based estimators are slightly larger than the equally spaced
design-based estimators. The reason is that, compared with the statistical estimation errors
that are proportion to the small σ, the relatively small number of knots leads to relatively
large biases from the interpolation techniques. As σ increases, the replication design-based
estimators become relatively effective since the biases from interpolation tend to be negligible.
Besides the comparable efficiency, the proposed replication design-based estimators possess
some advantages. Replication designs can detect heteroscedasticity straightforwardly. For
some practical cases, experiments at less sites (m n) can save much cost.
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3.2 Finite difference penalization
This subsection presents a new regression estimator based on the equally spaced design. Let
A = X . In the reconstruction approach, we need to estimate n parameters γ = fX , and
then combine their estimators with an interpolator. Recall that the (cubic) smoothing spline
method uses a penalty λ
∫ 1
0
[f ′′(x)]2dx to control the roughness of f . Here a sum of finite
differences is used to approximate such a penalty, and we estimate γ by
min
γ∈Rn
1
n
‖y − γ‖2 + λ
n−1∑
i=2
(γi+1 − 2γi + γi−1)2,
where λ > 0 is a tuning parameter. The solution to this problem has a closed form
γˆ = (nλM′M + In)−1y, (14)
where
M =

1 −2 1 0 · · · 0 0 0
0 1 −2 1 · · · 0 0 0
. . .
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 −2 1

(n−2)×n
.
The tuning parameter λ can be selected by miniziming
GCV(λ) =
‖y − (nλM′M + In)−1y‖2
n
[
1− trace((nλM′M + In)−1)/n
]2 .
Since popular interpolation techniques with n knots have negligible errors compared
to statistical estimation (i.e. δn  εn in Theorem 1), anyone of them can be used to
reconstruct the whole estimator of f based on γˆ in (14). Such a finite difference penalization
estimator can be viewed as a discrete approximation to the smoothing spline method. Figure
3 compares the two estimators based on 25 observations that are randomely generated with
f in (1). The cubic spline interpolator is used to reconstruct the whole estimator in the
finite difference penalization method. The tuning parameters in the two methods are both
10
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Figure 3: Comparison of the finite difference penalization (FDP) estimator and the smooth-
ing spline estimator with 25 observations.
selected by GCV. It can be seen that the two estimators almost coincide with each other.
Note that the computations in (14) and in cubic spline interpolation only need to solve sparse
linear systems. They are much cheaper than to compute the inverse of a dense matrix in the
smoothing spline method for large n. Therefore, the finite difference penalization approach
may act as a good substitute of the smoothing spline method when n is very large.
4 Kernel reconstruction approach
4.1 Kernel interpolation and the Kriging model
Kernel methods are commonly used in interpolation (Wendland 2004), statistics (Berlinet
and Thomas-Agnan 2004), and machine learning (Kung 2014). This subsection provides a
brief introduction of kernel interpolation and the related Kriging model.
Let K : [0, 1]d × [0, 1]d 7→ R be a symmetric positive definite kernel. Here we consider
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stationary kernels, i.e., K(x1,x2) = R(x1 − x2). Define the linear space
FR =
{
n∑
i=1
βiR(· − xi) : βi ∈ R, xi ∈ [0, 1]d, i = 1, . . . , n, for all n = 1, 2, . . .
}
,
and equip this space with the bilinear form〈
n∑
i=1
βiR(· − xi),
m∑
j=1
β˜iR(· − x˜j)
〉
R
=
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
βiβ˜jR(xi − x˜j).
The closure of FR under the inner product
〈·, ·〉
R
is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space,
denoted by NR, and the norm of NR is ‖f‖NR =
√〈
f, f
〉
NR , where f ∈ NR and
〈
f, f
〉
NR is
induced by
〈·, ·〉
R
.
Popular choices of R include the Gaussian kernel
R(h) = exp
(
−
d∑
j=1
θjh
2
j
)
, h = (h1, . . . , hd)
′, (15)
for fixed θj > 0 and the Mate´rn kernel
R(h) =
d∏
j=1
1
Γ(ν)2ν−1
(
2
√
ν|hj|
φ
)ν
Kν
(
2
√
ν|hj|
φ
)
, h = (h1, . . . , hd)
′, (16)
for fixed ν > 0 and φ > 0, where Kν is the modified Bessel function of order ν. The
reproducing kernel Hilbert space NR possesses the corresponding smoothness properties to
the kernel R, and it relates to the Sobolev space (Wendland 2004). The space of polynomial
functions and the space of spline functions are special cases of reproducing kernel Hilbert
space with certain kernels.
The kernel interpolator (also called reproducing kernel Hilbert space interpolator) with
respect to kernel R is the solution to the optimization problem
min
g∈NR
‖g‖NR ,
s.t. g(aj) = γj j = 1, . . . ,m,
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and has the closed form
IR(x; A,γ) = γ ′R−1A rA(x), (17)
where rA(x) =
(
R(x − a1), . . . , R(x − am)
)′
, and RA =
(
R(ai − aj)
)
i=1,...,m,j=1,...,m
. The
convergence rate of the kernel interpolator (17) to f is well-established in the literature
(Wendland 2004). For sufficiently smooth functions, it can converge at an exponential rate.
The kernel interpolator can also be derived under the Kriging model, also called the
Gaussian process model (Matheron 1963), which is widely used in spatial statistics (Cressie
2015), computer experiments (Santner, Williams and Notz 2003), and machine learning
(Rasmussen 2006). Here the kernel function R is served as the correlation function of a
Gaussian process. Specifically, assume that the unknown function f follows
f(x) = g(x)′β + Z(x), (18)
where g(x) = (g1(x), . . . , gq(x))
′ is a pre-specified set of regression functions, β is a vector of
unknown regression coefficients, and Z(x) is a stationary Gaussian process with mean zero,
variance τ 2, and correlation function R, denoted by GP(0, τ 2, R). With the observations
γ = (γ1, . . . , γm)
′ on A = {a1, . . . , am}, the best linear unbiased predictor (Santner, Williams
and Notz 2003) is
IK(x; A,γ) = g(x)′βˆ + rA(x)′R−1A
(
γ −GAβˆ
)
, (19)
where rA and RA are the same as in (17), βˆ = (G′AR
−1
A GA)
−1G′AR
−1
A γ, and GA =
(g(a1), . . . ,g(am))
′. We rewrite (19) as
IK(x; A,γ) = γ ′b(x), (20)
where b(x) = Ug(x) + VrA(x), U = R−1A GA(G
′
AR
−1
A GA)
−1, and
V =
[
Im −R−1A GA(G′AR−1A GA)−1G′A
]
R−1A . It can be seen that IK in (20) is a linear
interpolator with m basis functions, which are linear combinations of q +m basis functions
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g(x) and rA(x). It reduces to the kernel interpolator (17) when there is no regression function
g in (18).
4.2 Kernel reconstruction for regression and classification
We use the Kriging interpolator (20) with kernel R in the reconstruction approach. For
regression problems, consider the quadratic loss. It is often necessary to select a penalty
that controls the roughness of the estimator for preventing overfitting, especially for large
m (Eilers and Marx 1996). Note that ‖g‖NR describes the smoothness of g ∈ NR and recall
that fˆ in (20) is a sum of two parts, which are described by the basis functions g(x) and
rA(x), respectively. A natural penalty uses the squared norm of the part corresponding to
rA(x),
P (γ, λ) = λ‖γ ′VrA(x)‖2NR = λγ ′VRAV′γ. (21)
It therefore follows from (6) that
γˆ = (B′B + nλVRAV′)−1B′y and fˆ(x) = y′B(B′B + nλVRAV′)−1b(x), (22)
where
B = (b(x1), . . . ,b(xn))
′ = GXU′ + RXAV, (23)
b(x), U, and V are defined in (20), and RXA =
(
R(xi − aj)
)
i=1,...,n,j=1,...,m
. The tuning
parameter λ can be selected by GCV (7).
Next we consider the kernel interpolator (17) in the reconstruction regression. For A =
{x1, . . . ,xn}, with the penalty (21), the optimization problem (5) reduces to
min
γ∈Rn
1
n
n∑
i=1
[yi − γ ′R−1X rX (xi)]2 + λγ ′R−1X γ =
1
n
‖y − γ‖2 + λγ ′R−1X γ, (24)
which yields the kernel ridge regression (KRR) estimator (Saunders, Gammerman, and Vovk
1998)
fˆ(x) = y′(RX + nλIn)−1rX (x). (25)
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It can be seen that (24) is a re-parameterization of usual KRR formula, and can be used
to understand KRR from the reconstruction viewpoint. In fact, like the finite difference
penalization estimator in Section 3.2, we can use another interpolator that has negligible
error to reconstruct the estimator, and the corresponding reconstruction estimator has the
same convergence rate as KRR; see Theorem 1. Additionally, Theorem 1 tells us that it
suffices to use m n knots, which is corresponding to m n basis functions. With such m
there is no need to use a penalty. This reconstruction approach with m n basis functions
can be viewed as a surrogate model of KRR that uses n basis functions. Their relationship is
similar to that between B-spline regression and smoothing spline regression (Dierckx 1993).
For the classification problem with yi ∈ {+1,−1}, we use the kernel interpolator (17),
and let the decision function be γ ′R−1A rA(xi) + b with an additional constant term b. With
the hinge loss and the penalty (21), the reconstruction classification approach solves
min
γ∈Rm, b∈R
n∑
i=1
[
1− yi
(
γ ′R−1A rA(xi) + b
)]
+
+ λγ ′R−1A γ. (26)
This approach reduces to the kernel SVM (Vapnik 1996) when A = X . For A with m n,
it can be used as a surrogate of the kernel SVM, and a simple coordinate descent algorithm
(Tseng 2001) can be used to solve the (m + 1)-dimensional convex optimization problem
(26). For each variable, given other m variables, this algorithm solves a one-dimensional
quadratic optimization problem
min
x
x2 − 2cx+
n∑
i=1
(ui − vix)+
with given c, ui’s, and vi’s.
4.3 Bayesian viewpoint of kernel reconstruction regression
Consider the regression model (4). The kernel reconstruction estimator in the previous
subsection has an empirical Bayesian interpretation as follows. Assume that f has the prior
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f ∼ GP(0, τ 2, R), which is independent of the random errors εi, i = 1, . . . , n. Recall that
γ = fA = (f(a1), . . . , f(am))′. For given x, an unbiased estimator of f(x) is
E(f(x) |γ) = γ ′R−1A rA(x). (27)
To estimate γ in (27), assume that τ 2 and σ2 are known. We note that
y
γ
 ∼ N
0,
τ 2RX + σ2In τ 2RXA
τ 2R′XA τ
2RA
 ,
which implies
y |γ ∼ N[RXAR−1A γ, τ 2(RX −RXAR−1A R′XA) + σ2In].
We use the following quasi-posterior mode to estimate γ,
max
γ∈Rm
[y |γ]q × [γ],
where [y |γ]q denotes the density of N(RXAR−1A γ, σ2In), which replaces the covariance
matrix in [y |γ] with σ2In. This problem is equivalent to
min
γ∈Rm
‖y −RXAR−1A γ‖2 + σ2γ ′R−1A γ/τ 2.
Plugging the estimator of γ obtained by the above equation into (27), we get an empirical
Bayesian estimator of f(x), which is actually the kernel reconstruction regression estimator
in the previous subsection with the kernel interpolator (17) and the natural penalty (21) for
λ = σ2/(nτ 2).
It is known that the best estimator of f(x) in terms of MSE is E(f(x) |y) = y′[RX +
σ2In/(nτ
2)
]−1
rX (x), which corresponds to the KRR estimator with λ = σ2/(nτ 2) in (25).
Only when A = X , the above empirical Bayesian estimator is the best estimator E(f(x)|y).
With A of m  n, an advantage of the empirical Bayesian or the kernel reconstruction
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regression estimator is that they do not need to compute inverses of n× n matrices.
4.4 Estimation of kernel parameters
Popular kernels involve several kernel parameters; see θj’s in the Gaussian kernel (15) and
(ν, φ) in the Mate´rn kernel (16) for examples. The performance of kernel interpolators, and
thus kernel reconstruction estimators, depends on the selection of these parameters. This
subsection provides several methods to estimate them.
Let θ denote the vector of unknown kernel parameters in a kernel/correlation function
R(· |θ). Accordingly, rewrite the Kriging interpolator (20) as
IK(x; A,γ) = γ ′b(x;θ), (28)
where the corresponding terms in b(x;θ) depend on θ. The first method is an indirect one.
Under the Kriging model (18), θ can be estimated by the maximum likelihood method based
on the observations γ on A. Specifically, the negative log likelihood of γ, up to an additive
constant, is proportional to
`(γ |β, τ 2,θ) = n log(τ 2) + log(det(RA)) + (γ −GAβ)′R−1A (γ −GAβ)/τ 2, (29)
where “det” denotes matrix determinant and RA relies on θ. Represent the maximum
likelihood estimators of β and τ 2 as functions of θ, and then plug them into (29). We have
θˆ(γ) = arg min
θ
n log
(
(γ −GAβˆ)′R−1A (γ −GAβˆ)/n
)
+ log (det(RA)) , (30)
where βˆ = (G′AR
−1
A GA)
−1G′AR
−1
A γ. Plug (30) into (28), and then by (2) and (3), the
estimator of f is fˆ(x) = IK(x; A, γˆ), where γˆ is the solution to
min
γ∈Rm
1
n
n∑
i=1
L
(
yi,γ
′b(xi; θˆ(γ))
)
+ P (γ,λ). (31)
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Since θˆ(γ) in (30) does not have an explicit form, it is generally difficult to solve (31).
The second method is to minimize CV-like criteria. For given θ and λ, let fˆ(x;θ,λ)
denote the reconstruction estimator. The (generalized) CV errors can be computed for
various values of θ and λ, and thus θ can be estimated by minimizing one of such errors
along with λ. For example, consider the regression problem (4). With A of m  n, it is
unnecessary to use a penalty to avoid over-fitting. Therefore we use the kernel reconstruction
estimator (6) with λ = 0 and B = B(θ) in (23). The estimator of θ can be obtained by
solving
min
θ
GCV(θ) =
‖y −H(θ)y‖2
n
[
1− trace(H(θ))/n]2 ,
where H(θ) = B(θ)
[
B(θ)′B(θ)
]−1
B(θ)′.
The third method is to estimate θ along with γ by minimizing the objection function in
(3). Like the example in the second method, consider the kernel reconstruction regression
estimator without a penalty. We simultaneously estimate θ and γ by
min
γ,θ
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
yi − γ ′b (xi;θ))
]2
. (32)
The block coordinate descent algorithm (Tseng 2001) can be used to solve (32). In the kth
iteration of this algorithm, θ(k) is obtained by minimizing the objective function for given
γ = γ(k−1), and similarly γ(k) is obtained by (22) for given θ = θ(k). Our experience shows
that this method can yield the most accurate estimation for regression problems among the
three methods to estimate θ.
5 Sequential reconstruction
5.1 Implementation
A key issue in the reconstruction approach is the specification of the knot set A. First we
discuss how to select m. We hope to select a relatively small m which still leads to satis-
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factory estimation accuracy since larger m generally corresponds to heavier computations.
A common rule in statistical interpolation is to use the sample size of 10d (Loeppky, Sacks,
and Welch 2009). Combining the rule with the fact that many interpolators converge at
exponential rates, we recommend using
m = max{10d, log(n)}. (33)
Since there is no guarantee that such a selection is satisfactory, we propose a sequential
reconstruction method that adds one knot at a time to estimate the unknown function f ,
and the above selection of m can be served as an initial point of m.
We now discuss the initialization of A in the sequential method for given initial m. First,
we recommend using a subset of X as A. The main reason is that there are responses at such
A, and thus the estimators of γ can use these responses as good starts in iterative algorithms
for estimating γ. In addition, some existing methods with certain optimal properties, such
as KRR or SVM, are special cases of the reconstruction approach with A = X ; they can also
viewed as limit methods of the reconstruct approach with A ⊂ X as m tends to n. Second,
the selected A should have good design properties. Recall that A is used for interpolation.
The corresponding design properties include space-filling properties (Santner, Williams and
Notz 2003) and low-dimensional projection properties (Joseph, Gul, and Ba 2015). Here we
recommend selecting A = {a1, . . . , am} among m-subsets of X by minimizing the following
criterion
c(A) = max
16i<j6m
d∑
l=1
1
|ail − ajl| , ai = (ai1, . . . , aid)
′, i = 1, . . . ,m, (34)
which is easy to compute and balances space-filling and low-dimensional projection properties
relatively well (Mu and Xiong 2018). In practice, we can randomly generate many m-subsets
and select the one with the minimum value of this criterion.
Let γˆ be the current estimator of γ based on current A. From the discussion in the previ-
ous paragraph, the next knot am+1 should be added from X \A. A feasible method is to select
the point corresponding to the maximum loss, i.e., am+1 = arg maxxi∈X\A L
(
yi, I(xi; A, γˆ)
)
.
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Table 1: Inputs of the borehole model
Input Range Unit
rw: radius of borehole [0.05, 0.15] m
r: radius of influence [100, 50000] m
Tu: transmissivity of upper aquifer [63070, 115600] m
2/yr
Hu: potentiometric head of upper aquifer [990, 1110] m
Tl: transmissivity of lower aquifer [63.1, 116] m
2/yr
Hl: potentiometric head of lower aquifer [700, 820] m
L: length of borehole [1120, 1680] m
Kw: hydraulic conductivity of borehole [1500, 15000] m/yr
With the updated A, we re-estimate f and evaluate the estimator by a CV-like criterion.
Repeat the above steps until the criterion becomes stable or nondecreasing.
5.2 A numerical example
We now illustrate the sequential reconstruction procedure with a regression model
y =
2piTu(Hu −Hl)
log(r/rw)
[
1 +
2LTu
log(r/rw)r
2
wKw
+ Tu/Tl
] + ε, (35)
where the true function is the borehole model (Morris, Mitchell, and Ylvisaker 1993) and
ε ∼ N(0, 1). The borehole model describes the flow of water through a borehole drilled
from the ground surface through two aquifers, and has been widely used in the literature
for illustrating various methods; see Mease and Bingham (2006) and Xiong, Qian, and Wu
(2013) among many others. Table 1 presents the eight inputs of the model and their ranges
and units.
In this illustration, the training data of n = 5000 are generated by (35) with inputs from
the uniform distribution on their ranges. We use N = 20000 test data from Latin hypercube
sampling (McKay, Beckman, and Conover 1979) to compute the squared test error
1
N
N∑
i=1
[fˆ(xtest,i)− f(xtest,i)]2.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the sequential and non-sequential methods in Section 5.2.
The borehole function has a wide variation range: the smallest and largest response values
on the test sample are 1.689 and 336.3, respectively. Therefore, this function is generally
difficult to accurately estimate. We first try the multivariate adaptive regression spline
method (Friedman 1991), and use the Matlab package ARESLab (Jekabsons 2016), which
yields the test error of 304.5. We next use the KRR estimator with the Mate´rn kernel and
(ν, φ) = (3.5, 1) in (16), which achieves the optimal convergence rate in a certain function
space (van de Geer 2000; Tuo, Wang, and Wu 2018). This estimator gives the test error of
16.82.
We now conduct the proposed reconstruction approach with m = 80, which is recom-
mended in (33). The knot set A is selected by (34) among 20000 randomly generated
subsets. The interpolator used for reconstruction is the Kriging interpolator (20) with
g(x) = (1, x1, . . . , xd)
′ and the Gaussian kernel (15), and then the reconstruction estima-
tor is computed by (22) for λ = 0. The three methods in Section 4.4 are used to estimate
the kernel parameters in the Gaussian kernel, and the third method (32) results in the best
estimator whose test error is 1.132. This indicates that, based on reasonable estimators of
kernel parameters, the kernel reconstruction approach with a small number of knots has sat-
isfactory accuracy. Note that a small number of knots means a controllable computational
burden. The proposed estimator is a worthy competitor for multivariate function estimation.
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We then use the sequential procedure in the previous subsection to further improve on
the kernel reconstruction estimator. The values of GCV and test error of 12 iterations
are reported in Figure 4. We also show the test error of the non-sequential reconstruction
estimator with m = 92. It can be seen that, after only three iterations, the sequential
estimator, which uses m = 83, outperforms the non-sequential estimator.
6 Discussion
In this paper we have proposed the reconstruction approach for function estimation with
noisy data. Theoretical basis behind the reconstruction approach is that interpolators usually
yield negligible errors compared to statistical errors. We have shown its several features.
(a). This approach is easy to understand and to implement. The parameters in it has
intuitive interpretation: they are function values at selected knots.
(b). It provides an interpolation angle to examine existing methods. For some methods
with n basis functions like KRR or kernel SVM, it yields surrogates with much less
basis functions.
(c). It gives new experimental design and estimation methods, and allows flexible imple-
mentation with different knot sets and/or super-parameters. Some methods relate to
Bayesian estimation. Our numerical experiments focus on regression settings. It is
shown that, compared with existing methods, the new methods have at least compa-
rable performance, with superiorities in some aspects such as accuracy and/or conve-
nience.
(d). It systematically connects the two important areas: interpolation and function estima-
tion. By the reconstruction idea, a function estimation problem can be transformed to
an interpolation problem. It is expected that the needs in statistics and machine learn-
ing will inspire mathematicians and statisticians to invent new powerful interpolation
techniques.
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It would be impossible to cover all aspects of the reconstruction approach in one paper.
Some possibilities of its future research are briefly discussed here. A direction is to establish
its theory framework by combining interpolation theory and statistical theory. Besides, it
can be expected that the reconstruction approach will provide new smoothing techniques in
density estimation (Silverman 1986), functional data analysis (Ramsay, Hooker, and Graves
2009), and scatterplot smoothing (Fox 2000). We can also use it in multi-class classification
problems and in semiparametric regression models such as additive models and partial linear
models (Ruppert, Wand, and Carroll 2003). Further study is needed to investigate the
reconstruction approach in a wide variety of estimation problems.
Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. We have
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= E
(
fˆ(x0)− f(x0)
)2
= E
(
m∑
j=1
bj(x0)γˆj − f(x0)
)2
6 E
(
m∑
j=1
[γˆj − f(aj)] bj(x0)
)2
/2 +
(
m∑
j=1
bj(x0)f(aj)− f(x0)
)2
/2
6 E sup
j=1,...,m
|γˆj − f(aj)|2
(
m∑
j=1
|bj(x0)|
)2
/2 + δ2m/2 = O
(
δ2m + εn
)
.
Proof of (11). Let bj(x) =
∏
16k6m, k 6=j(x− ak)/(aj − ak). We have
Efˆ(x0)− f(x0) =
m∑
j=1
bj(x0)Eγˆj − f(x0) =
m∑
j=1
bj(x0)f(aj)− f(x0);
V ar
(
fˆ(x0)
)
=
m∑
j=1
b2j(x0)V ar(γˆj) = σ
2‖b(x0)‖2/l.
By the theoretical results on the Chebyshev nodes-based polynomial interpolation (Stewart
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1996), the convergence rate δm = maxt∈[0,1] |f (m)(t)|/22m−1m! and ‖b(x0)‖ 6 1. Therefore,
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
6 δ2m +mσ2/n =
[
1
22m−1m!
max
t∈[0,1]
|f (m)(t)|
]2
+mσ2/n.
(i) Assume that maxt∈[0,1] |f (m)(t)| = O(m!). Take m = C log
(
n/ log(n)
)
with constant
C ∈ (0, 1/2]. We have
1
22m−1m!
max
t∈[0,1]
|f (m)(t)| = O
(
1
4m
)
= o
(
1
em
)
= o
(√
log(n)
n
)
,
which implies
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= o
(√
log(n)
n
)
+mσ2/n = O
(
log(n)
n
)
.
(ii) Assume that maxt∈[0,1] |f (m)(t)| = O ((4/e)mm) and m
√
log(m) = C log(n) with constant
C > 0. By Stirling’s formula, we have
1
22m−1m!
max
t∈[0,1]
|f (m)(t)| ·
√
n
log(n)
= O
(
m
√
n√
mmm
√
log(n)
)
= O
(
exp(m
√
log(m)/C)
exp(m log(m))(log(m))1/4
)
= o(1),
which implies
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= o
(√
log(n)
n
)
+mσ2/n = o
(
log(n)
n
)
.
Proof of (13). Assume f ∈ C4([0, 1]). Since the convergence rate of the cubic spline
interpolator is 1/m4 (Stewart 1996), similar to the proof of (11), we have
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
6 (m−4)2 +O(m/n).
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With m ∼ n1/9,
MSE
(
fˆ(x0)
)
= O
(
n−8/9
)
.
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